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Biomechanics of swimming in developing larval fish
Cees J. Voesenek, Florian T. Muijres and Johan L. van Leeuwen*

ABSTRACT
Most larvae of bony fish are able to swim almost immediately after
hatching. Their locomotory system supports several vital functions: fish
larvae make fast manoeuvres to escape from predators, aim accurately
during suction feeding andmaymigrate towards suitable future habitats.
Owing to their small size and low swimming speed, larval fish operate in
the intermediate hydrodynamic regime, which connects the viscous and
inertial flow regimes. They experience relatively strong viscous effects at
low swimming speeds, and relatively strong inertial effects at their
highest speeds. As the larvae grow and increase swimming speed, a
shift occurs towards the inertial flow regime. To compensate for size-
related limitations on swimming speed, fish larvae exploit high tail beat
frequencies at their highest speeds, made possible by their low body
inertia and fast neuromuscular system. The shifts in flow regime and
body inertia lead to changing functional demands on the locomotory
system during larval growth. To reach the reproductive adult stage, the
developing larvae need to adjust to and perform the functions necessary
for survival. Just after hatching, many fish larvae rely on yolk and need
to develop their feeding systems before the yolk is exhausted.
Furthermore, the larvae need to develop and continuously adjust their
sensory, neural and muscular systems to catch prey and avoid
predation. This Review discusses the hydrodynamics of swimming in
the intermediate flow regime, the changing functional demands on the
locomotory system of the growing and developing larval fish, and the
solutions that have evolved to accommodate these demands.

KEY WORDS: Cost of transport, Energetics of locomotion, Escape
manoeuvre, Fluid dynamics, Muscle development, Zebrafish

Introduction
After hatching from the egg, most bony fish continue life as a larva,
a few millimetres in length, that needs to survive autonomously.
They have to hunt prey to gather resources for their growth and
development, disperse, and escape from predators. This requires the
larvae to swim effectively almost immediately after hatching. They
generally use an undulatory swimming style (see Glossary),
characterised by caudally directed waves of lateral bending of
their body and tail. As the fish grow from larvae into juveniles,
functional demands on the locomotory system change, requiring
larval fish to adapt their locomotory system continuously to these
varying requirements.
The fluid-dynamic regimes for swimming fish are defined by

the dimensionless Reynolds number (Re; see Glossary) (e.g.
Bainbridge, 1960), given by:

Re ¼ r�vl

m
¼ �vl

n
; ð1Þ

where ρ is fluid density,�v is mean swimming speed, l is body length,
μ is dynamic viscosity and ν is kinematic viscosity (see Glossary).
The Reynolds number expresses the ratio of contributions of inertial
and viscous forces to a fluid-dynamic phenomenon, which is crucial
to its dynamics. Viscosity is associated with friction between fluid
particles, and inertia (see Glossary) is the tendency of mass to keep
the same velocity in the absence of external forces. Very low Re
values (Re≪1) are associated with the viscous flow regime (see
Glossary), where inertia can be ignored. Much larger Re values
(Re≳2000) indicate that inertia dominates. In the intermediate flow
regime (1≲Re≲2000) (see Glossary), there is a gradual transition
from viscosity-dominated flow at Re≈1 to inertia-dominated flow at
Re≈2000.

Small fish larvae (l≲5 mm) operate in the intermediate flow
regime over most of their range of swimming speeds, whereas larger
fish larvae enter the inertial regime (see Glossary) at their highest
swimming speeds (e.g. Fuiman and Webb, 1988; Müller and Van
Leeuwen, 2004). In the intermediate flow regime, fish larvae have to
deal with relatively strong viscous effects at low swimming speeds,
whereas, at their highest speeds, inertial effects come to dominate.
The changing hydrodynamic circumstances affect the production of
fluid-dynamic forces. Hence, demands on the locomotory system
change with swimming speed. Because the larvae need to swim
throughout a range of speeds, they cannot adapt to a specific
hydrodynamic regime and thus need to compromise in morphology,
physiology and muscle control to accommodate the varying
functional demands.

Bony fish larvae change shape considerably over development
(Fig. 1), but the morphology of early larval stages of most species is
surprisingly similar. When the larvae hatch, they have an elongated
body surrounded by a continuous finfold (see Glossary) behind the
head and yolk sac (Kendall et al., 1984). These similarities might
indicate adaptations to common developmental constraints and/or
common problems in locomotion, feeding and respiration. As the
larvae grow and develop into juveniles, the body shapes of the
different species diverge to prepare them for their adult lifestyle and
swimming styles. For example, flatfish such as halibut change from
a yolk-sac-bearing larva to a pelagic suction feeder to an asymmetric
benthic flatfish (Fig. 1B) (Osse and Van den Boogaart, 1997). In
addition to the changing hydrodynamic regime, these changes over
the life history of the fish also result in changing functional
demands.

This Review addresses the locomotory challenges that larval fish
have to cope with, as well as the evolved solutions to the associated
functional demands. We discuss the kinematics, fluid dynamics and
energetics of swimming, and how the muscles of fish larvae are
adapted to power swimming in the intermediate flow regime.
Furthermore, we examine the functions supported by the
locomotory system and how fish larvae have adapted to the
demands derived from these functions (see Fig. 2 for an overview).
Cruising is essential for many fish larvae, to disperse or to avoid
dispersal caused by environmental flow (discussed in the section
Cruising and dispersal). An important factor for survival is escape
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from predators, requiring the locomotory system to respond quickly
and accelerate the fish strongly (discussed in the section Escaping
predators). Fish larvae need to swim to find and hunt prey after they
exhaust their yolk, which requires accurate control to aim their
strikes (discussed in the section Hunting and feeding). Swimming
also supports respiration by renewing the diffusive boundary layer
of gases and ions (e.g. Green et al., 2011), and helps to maintain and
control body orientation (e.g. Ehrlich and Schoppik, 2017); for
reasons of space, we do not discuss these two functions. Finally, we
provide perspectives for possible future research.

Body kinematics
Swimming kinematics are produced by a complex interaction
between internal body mechanics and fluid mechanics (e.g.
McMillen and Holmes, 2006; Tytell et al., 2010). The muscle
system of the fish generates forces that cause body deformations.
The resulting motion produces a flow field in the surrounding water,
creating a fluid-dynamic force distribution on the skin. In turn, these
forces change the loading on the fish, and with it the deformation of
the body. Again, this deformation couples back to the fluid forces,
creating a loop of interactions between the water and the body of the
fish. These mechanical interactions determine the changes in body
shape and motion of the fish through the water.
To study these complex interactions, swimming kinematics (i.e.

body shape, position and orientation) need to be determined in
detail. Historically, this has been performed mostly by tracking the
two-dimensional (2D) movements of the body centreline and centre
of mass (CoM) in a horizontal plane from a single, vertically
oriented movie camera (e.g. Fig. 3A; Müller and Van Leeuwen,
2004), but recently more sophisticated multi-camera three-
dimensional (3D) tracking systems have been developed (e.g.
Butail and Paley, 2012; Voesenek et al., 2016). Results from these
new trackers show that swimmingmotions that appear 2D in a single
(bottom or top) camera view often have a large vertical component.
For example, a fast-starting larval zebrafish [5 days post-fertilisation
(dpf)] produced pitch angles up to 15 deg with respect to the
horizontal plane, roll angles up to 30 deg and a considerable vertical
speed, demonstrating the necessity of 3D tracking (Voesenek et al.,
2016). Also in 3D, kinematics are generally quantified as the

movement and lateral curvature of the body centre line, 3D body
orientation, and the displacement of the CoM.

The CoM of the fish is important to determine because it is the
point that the resultant fluid-dynamic forces and torques act upon
(Fig. 3A,C; Van Leeuwen et al., 2015b; Voesenek et al., 2016). The
CoM depends on the mass distribution of the fish at every point in
time, and it changes with deformation of the fish (Tytell and Lauder,
2008; Van Leeuwen et al., 2015b). The position of the CoM along
the body axis for a straight fish is often used to define a body-
attached point that can be tracked to estimate the CoM movement
during swimming. This might be a reasonable approximation for
low-amplitude swimming motions (Xiong and Lauder, 2014), but
for high-amplitude motions as found in swimming larvae, the
difference with the true CoM is large (Fig. 3A,B; Van Leeuwen
et al., 2015b). Hence, for high-amplitude larval swimming, more
sophisticated CoM estimation methods are required, such as
methods based on a 3D model of the deforming body.

Fish locomotion has been divided into cyclic and acyclic
swimming. In cyclic swimming, the kinematics repeat themselves
and the cycle-averaged speed is constant. In reality, however,
variations between the swimming cycles always occur. Acyclic

List of symbols and abbreviations
A peak-to-peak tail-beat amplitude
CFD computational fluid dynamics
CoM centre of mass
CoT cost of transport
�D cycle-averaged drag
dpf days post-fertilisation
f tail beat frequency
l body length
�Pinput cycle-averaged input power
�Poutput cycle-averaged output power
PIV particle image velocimetry
PTV particle tracking velocimetry
Re Reynolds number
SR sarcoplasmic reticulum
St Strouhal number
�T cycle-averaged thrust
�v cycle-averaged swimming speed
η Froude efficiency
μ dynamic viscosity
ν kinematic viscosity
ρ density of water

Glossary
Anguilliform
Swimming mode in which undulations occur along a large part of the
body.
Carangiform
Swimming mode in which undulations occur mainly near the tail.
Finfold
Larval fin structure surrounding almost the complete body behind the
head.
Inertia
Resistance to changes in velocity.
Inertial flow regime
Hydrodynamic regime where inertia dominates; Re≳2000.
Intermediate flow regime
Hydrodynamic regime where both inertia and viscosity are important;
1≲Re≲2000.
Labriform
Swimming mode in which mainly the pectoral fins are used for
propulsion.
Lateral line
Sensory organ for flow detection.
Particle image velocimetry (PIV)
Velocity measurement technique based on cross-correlation of particle
images.
Particle tracking velocimetry (PTV)
Velocity measurement technique based on tracking of particles in video
frames.
Reynolds number (Re)
Ratio between inertial and viscous forces in a fluid (dimensionless
number).
Strouhal number (St)
Ratio between average lateral tail speed and forward swimming speed
(dimensionless number).
Subcarangiform
Swimming mode between anguilliform and carangiform.
Thunniform
Swimming mode in which undulations are confined mostly to the tail.
Undulatory
Using waves of curvature along the body.
Viscosity
Resistance of a fluid to deform under stress.
Viscous flow regime
Hydrodynamic regime where viscosity dominates; Re≲1.
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swimming constitutes a large part of natural swimming motion:
turns, escape manoeuvres, feeding strikes and burst-and-coast
swimming. Many fish switch from (approximately) cyclic
swimming to burst-and-coast swimming early in development
(Weihs, 1979; Müller and Van Leeuwen, 2004). Much of the work
on the fluid mechanics of fish swimming has focused on (near-)
cyclic swimming.
During near-cyclic swimming, many teleost larvae employ an

anguilliform swimming style (see Glossary), where the majority of

the body makes considerable lateral excursions. An example of this
motion is shown in Fig. 3A (Van Leeuwen et al., 2015b), which
depicts the kinematics of a 5-dpf zebrafish larva swimming at a
speed of approximately 50 body lengths s−1. Compared with adults,
the larva shows high-amplitude motion of the whole body (peak-to-
peak tail-beat amplitude A≈0.44 l at the tail) at a high frequency
(∼85 Hz). This anguilliform swimming mode is relatively rare in
most fish species at l >10 mm – larvae often change to a more tail-
heavy amplitude distribution later in development. Fig. 3D (Osse

3.1 mm

4.3 mm
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11.5 mm

Pomacentrus

3.5 mm

6.5 mm

15.2 mm

Thunnus orientalis

8.6 mm

2.8 mm

3.8 mm

7.5 mm

10.3 mm

Paralichthys californicusA B C

Fig. 1. Line drawings used to illustrate development of external morphology for different species, from yolk-sac larva to juvenile. (A) Thunniform
(see Glossary): Pacific bluefin tuna Thunnus orientalis, redrawn from Kaji et al. (1996). (B) Subcarangiform (see Glossary): California halibut Paralichthys
californicus, redrawn from Gisbert et al. (2002). (C) Labriform (see Glossary): a member of the genus Pomacentrus, redrawn from Kavanagh et al. (2000). Note
that the fish have initially similar shapes that diverge as they develop into juveniles. The body length of each fish is shown to its left.

Behaviour
Use optimal kinematics
Move to or stay in suitable habitat

Initiate fast starts with minimal delay
Control

Control swimming muscles accurately
Sense predators and prey

Contract at high frequencies
Produce sufficient force and power

Be useable continuously
Muscle

BA Functional
requirements

Derived
requirements

Specific
requirements

Conserve energy
Minimise cost of transport

Minimise need for swimming

Escape predators

Respond quickly

Accelerate strongly

Control escape angle

Move unpredictably

Hunt and feed

Control mouth position

Develop and time suction flow

Accelerate strongly

Cruise and disperse

Prolonged swimming

Use environmental flow

Swim sufficiently fast

External morphology
Minimise drag

Generate thrust efficiently
Generate high thrust

Fig. 2. Requirements on locomotion for developing fish larvae. (A) General requirements on fish larvae, where functional requirements (depicted by
different colours) are connected to derived requirements. (B) Specific requirements on the subsystems of the fish. The functional requirement(s) from A that each
specific requirement belongs to is indicated by the small coloured rectangle(s).
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and Van den Boogaart, 2000) shows the amplitude envelope of the
deformation angle between successive ‘virtual body segments’ for a
just-hatched carp larva (4.8 mm) and a larger larva (8.1 mm). The
just-hatched larva bends strongly along a large part of the body,
whereas the older larva confines large amplitudes to the tail.

Fluid dynamics
Analyses of the hydrodynamic forces on the fish are important for
understanding swimming. The flow field surrounding the fish
creates time-dependent pressure and shear-stress distributions on the
skin. When integrated over the body, these distributions provide a
resultant force and torque, resulting in linear and angular
accelerations. It is common to divide the resultant force into thrust
and drag, where thrust propels the fish, whereas drag opposes its
motion. In engineering, drag is defined in the direction of the
oncoming flow, and thrust is opposed to it (Anderson, 2001). In
many engineering cases, the propulsive system is clearly separate
from the body, so drag can easily be distinguished from thrust: drag
acts on the body and thrust is produced by the propulsive system.
However, for larval fish that undulate their whole body, this
distinction is difficult to make (Schultz and Webb, 2002). A large
part of the body surface contributes to both forward and backward
forces, depending on the phase in the swimming cycle (Fig. 4A,B;
Li et al., 2016). Almost no part of the body uniquely contributes to
thrust or drag over a complete tail beat cycle, except the head, which
almost exclusively experiences drag. Efforts were made to define
drag and thrust on an undulating body, for example by separating

friction forces from inertia forces (Chen et al., 2011), by estimating
thrust from the body motion with a fluid-dynamic model (Webb
et al., 1984) or by separating forward- and backward-acting forces
(Fig. 4D–F; Li et al., 2012). The latter approach gives the most
robust definition of thrust and drag, but is not generally applicable to
measurements on swimming fish because it requires quantitative
estimates of fluctuating force distributions along the body.

Many approaches have been used to measure, estimate or calculate
the hydrodynamic forces. With an inverse-dynamics approach,
resultant forces and torques on the body have been calculated from
swimming kinematics of larval zebrafish (2D: Fig. 3C; Van Leeuwen
et al., 2015b; 3D: Voesenek et al., 2016). Particle image velocimetry
(PIV; see Glossary) techniques have been used to quantify flow fields
around swimming fish larvae (e.g. Müller et al., 2008), allowing the
estimation of resultant hydrodynamic forces (Unal et al., 1997;
Drucker and Lauder, 1999; Dabiri, 2005). In addition, velocity fields
obtained with PIV have been used to estimate pressure fields in a
horizontal plane around swimming fish (Dabiri et al., 2013). From the
velocity gradient near the body, the shear-stress distribution can be
calculated. Therefore, in principle, it is possible to calculate the force
distribution on the skin from a velocity field around the fish. In
practice, it is difficult to quantify this near-body velocity field with
PIV [or with particle tracking velocimetry (PTV; see Glossary)].
Because the flow field around a swimming fish is fundamentally 3D
(e.g. Fig. 4), 3D PIV/PTV techniques (e.g. Elsinga et al., 2006) are
required. These techniques are expensive and still have a relatively
low spatial resolution, leading to inaccurate estimations of pressure
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Fig. 3. Swimming kinematics of fish larvae. (A) High-speed-video-derived centreline kinematics (grey), path of the centre of mass (CoM) of a 5 day post-
fertilisation (dpf) zebrafish larva based on a body-attachedCoM approximationmethod (‘stretched-straight’, red), and amore accuratemethod based on a deforming
bodymodel with uniformdensity (‘true’, blue). A two-dimensional (2D) projection of the bodymodel is indicated for one time instant, with the twoapproximations of the
CoM indicatedwith circles. Owing to the large body curvature, the CoM computedwith the deforming bodymodel is located outside the body at this instant; the body-
attached CoM approximation fails to capture this feature. (B) Speed of the CoM based on the body-attached approximation (red) and the deforming body model
(blue). Thegrey blocks indicate the twoswimming cycles, for which the tail-beat averaged speed (horizontal lines) is calculated; this speed is 15%higher for thebody-
attached approximation (red) than for the deforming body model (blue). (C) Resultant forces (black) and yaw torque (orange) on the CoM, calculated with inverse
dynamics. The forces are given in the direction of the instantaneous velocity vector (solid) and perpendicular to it (dashed). Data for A–Care fromVan Leeuwen et al.
(2015a,b). (D) Change of maximum deformation angle amplitude for two carp larvae, one with a body length of 4.8 mm (green) and the other 8.1 mm (purple).
Standard deviations are indicated by the shaded area. The deformation angle is defined as the angle between successive, straight equal-length segments (‘virtual
body segments’) along the central axis. Sketches of larvae are redrawn and data are from Osse and Van den Boogaart (2000).
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and shear-stress distributions on the skin. This makes it difficult to
obtain reliable force distributions from PIV or PTV.
Force distributions on the fish have been calculated using fluid-

dynamic models. In the inertial flow regime, Lighthill’s elongated
body theory (Lighthill, 1960, 1971) has been used extensively.
However, this model is not applicable to the intermediate flow regime
because it models only inertial forces and ignores friction (Borazjani
and Sotiropoulos, 2009). Simplified fluid-dynamic models have been
proposed (Jordan, 1996; Chen et al., 2011) where the force on every
segment of the body is calculated based only on the motion of that
segment. However, this does not take into account spatial and
temporal interactions between segments. Especially for large-
amplitude body motion, these assumptions might not hold (Van
Leeuwen et al., 2015b).More advancedmodels have been applied by,
for example, Eloy (2013), who combined different empirical models
to achieve more accurate fluid-dynamic forces. Finally, the full
Navier–Stokes equations describing fluid dynamics have been
approximated numerically using computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) techniques for swimming animals, for example tadpoles

(Liu et al., 1997), a modelled eel-like swimmer (Kern and
Koumoutsakos, 2006) and zebrafish larvae (Li et al., 2012). This
approach has the advantage of capturing the complete fluid dynamics,
and may provide accurate force distributions on the skin in the
intermediate flow regime. In the inertial flow regime, where
turbulence may be important, large-scale differences exist within
the flow – from the smallest turbulent vortices to the much larger
wake vortices – which makes accurate numerical flow computations
challenging with the current technology. In contrast, the scale
differences are much smaller in the intermediate flow regime,
allowing all scales of the flow to be resolved at achievable
computational cost. The calculated flow fields can be validated
with flow measurements, for example with planar PIV (Li et al.,
2012). We expect that, in the future, a combination of measured
kinematics, flow fields and validated CFD will allow accurate
estimation of force distributions for arbitrary 3D motion.

Such a CFD approach can help us to answer why small fish larvae
show high body curvatures along a large range of the body. For fish
swimming in the intermediate flow regime, the relatively high
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Fig. 4. Predicted hydrodynamic force generation by a simplified zebrafish larva at different Reynolds numbers (Re). These data are from three-
dimensional (3D) computational fluid dynamics of a simplified model of a zebrafish larva with dorsoventral symmetry, for which the travelling body waves were
prescribed, and the changing body position and yaw were computed from fluid-dynamic forces. (A,B) Surface pressure (A) and shear stress (B) on the left side of
the fish at four time instants throughout the cycle; Re=340. (C) In-plane streamlines (lines) and pressure (contours) in a typical transversal cross-section.
(D–F) Cycle-averaged forward component of the pressure force (D), shear force (E) and total force (F) per unit length along the body at differentRe. Shear forces
contribute almost exclusively to drag, and their relative importance with respect to pressure forces increases with decreasing Re. Adapted from Li et al. (2016).
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viscous forces result in three negative effects on swimming
performance: (1) relatively high skin friction results in a relatively
high body drag (Fig. 4; Li et al., 2012), (2) thrust is more costly to
produce (Najafi and Golestanian, 2004), and (3) the increased
amplitudes of the body undulations, necessary to compensate for the
relatively high body drag, themselves further increase drag (Van
Leeuwen et al., 2015b). Fig. 4D–F shows the contribution of
pressure and shear (friction) forces to the thrust and drag for a
modelled zebrafish larvae swimming at different Re, calculated
using CFD (Li et al., 2016). The shear forces contribute almost
exclusively to drag (Fig. 4E), and their relative importance increases
with decreasing Re. For the lowest Re values (<100), a particularly
high contribution to friction drag is present in the posterior region,
where relatively strong velocity gradients occur near the skin. Most
likely to compensate for the strong friction effects upon drag, the
larval fish generates thrust by producing high-amplitude, high-
frequency body motions (Verhagen, 2004; Müller and Van
Leeuwen, 2004; Van Leeuwen et al., 2015b). This results in a
pressure difference across the undulating body (Fig. 4D; Li et al.,
2016), with large contributions of dorsal- and ventral-edge vortices
created at the sharp edges of the finfold (Fig. 4C). The highest
contribution to thrust is present in the posterior region.
An intriguing experiment with adult African lungfish

(Protopterus annectens; l=510–590 mm, two orders larger than
larval fish) demonstrated the importance of the Re regime for drag
and thrust production (Horner and Jayne, 2008). The viscosity of the
surrounding fluid was increased up to three orders of magnitude by
adding a polymer to the water, pushing the Reynolds number of the
swimming adult fish into the intermediate flow regime. The lungfish
swam with increased muscle activity and body curvature in the mid
and anterior regions of its trunk, with bending amplitudes (relative
to l) approximating those of fish larvae swimming in plain water.
The higher drag at a given swimming speed in the more viscous
regime presumably required an increased bending effort to generate
a similarly higher thrust – the adult lungfish seem to deal with the
increased viscous forces similarly to the much smaller larvae. Note
that the tail beat frequency did not reach values similar to larval fish
because the much larger body inertia of the lungfish presumably
prevented this.
The dimensionless Strouhal number (St; see Glossary) is an

important quantity relating tail beat characteristics and forward

velocity and is defined as (Triantafyllou et al., 1993):

St ¼ fA

�v
; ð2Þ

where f is tail beat frequency and A is peak-to-peak tail amplitude. The
Strouhal number gives an indication of the wake topology; assuming
that vortices are shed at the extremes of the lateral tail motion, they are
laterally spaced at a distanceA and longitudinally at a distance�vð2f Þ�1

(Fig. 5A). The Strouhal number of a swimming fish also defines the
ratio between oscillatory flow velocities induced by the beating tail
(that scale with fA) and translatory flow velocities (associated with �v).
Drag on an animal scales approximately with�v 2, whereas thrust scales
approximately with ( fA)2. A poorly streamlined animal generates
relatively high body drag at a given�v and, thus, to swim periodically, it
needs to generate an equally high thrust force, which is achieved by
increasing fA. For this reason, poorly streamlined animals need to
swim at a relatively high St to produce enough thrust to counter drag,
such as crocodiles swimming at St=0.78 (Eloy, 2012, based on data of
Seebacher et al., 2003). For a similar reason, animals that are
‘streamlined’ but operate at low Re need also to swim at high St (e.g.
the lungfish described above) because the relatively strong viscous
effects similarly result in increased body drag, which consequently
requires an equal increase in thrust production. Owing to this
dependency on the friction forces, St varies withRe in the intermediate
flow regime (Fig. 5A; Kayan et al., 1978; Borazjani and Sotiropoulos,
2009; Van Leeuwen et al., 2015b).

Energetics
Energy efficiency is important for fish in general, and especially for
larvae. Young larvae have a limited amount of energy in their yolk and
are not yet able to feed. Because the ‘primary goal’ of the larva is to
reach the reproductive adult stage and produce offspring, they need to
use as much of this yolk for growth and development as possible.
Because swimming activity can contribute up to 80% of the total
metabolism [for larval cod (Ruzicka and Gallager, 2006)], saving
energy on locomotion can have a large impact on the total energy
budget. Therefore, it is useful to define a measure of swimming
energetics for comparison between species and between
developmental stages.

Based on the efficiency of thrust production of an oscillating foil
in the inertial flow regime, Triantafyllou and colleagues (1993)
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proposed that optimal efficiency is achieved for St values of
0.25–0.35, where the vortices shed by the fish are optimally reused
for thrust production. For the inertial regime, most examined flying
and swimming animals have been found to operate in an St range of
0.2–0.4 (Taylor et al., 2003). In contrast, within the intermediate
regime, animals tend to operate at higher St than the optimal range
for inertia-dominated flows (Fig. 5A; Eloy, 2012; Van Leeuwen
et al., 2015b). To produce sufficient thrust to overcome the relatively
high (viscous) drag at a given swimming speed (see Fluid dynamics
section, above), animals swimming in the intermediate Re regime
may need to operate at relatively high St. Further research is required
to elucidate the link between St value and energy use for the
intermediate flow regime.
Another measure often used in the analysis of swimming

energetics is the Froude efficiency (η) (Lighthill, 1960), defined as:

h ¼
�Poutput

�Pinput
¼

�T�v
�Pinput

¼
�D�v

�Pinput
; ð3Þ

where �Pinput and �Poutput are the cycle-averaged input and output
power, respectively. The output power consists of the product of
cycle-averaged swimming speed (�v) and magnitude of thrust (�T ) or
drag (�D), which are equal during cyclic swimming. However, as
mentioned above, unambiguously separating drag and thrust
requires extensive computational effort, which is not feasible in
many cases. But, most importantly, η does not relate to absolute
power consumption, a quantity crucial to the fish. To illustrate,
consider a high-drag fish and a low-drag fish swimming at the same
speed with identical η. The high-drag fish has a higher output power
(�D�v) than the low-drag fish, and therefore requires a higher input
power, despite having the same η. In agreement with Schultz and
Webb (2002), these reasons make Froude efficiency unsuitable as a
measure of energetics for whole-body swimmers such as fish larvae.
Instead, a measure of swimming energetics during cruising

should give a direct indication of swimming-related power
consumption (Schultz and Webb, 2002). Cost of transport (CoT)
(Schmidt-Nielsen, 1972) is defined as a locomotion-related energy
consumption per unit distance and unit mass:

CoT ¼ Einput

dm
¼

�Pinput

�vm
; ð4Þ

where Einput is input energy required for locomotion, d is covered
distance andm is the mass of the fish. The CoT is directly relevant to
the energetics of the animal – minimising CoT at a particular
swimming speed is identical to minimising power (and therefore
energy) consumption. Furthermore, determining CoT is not
burdened by the difficulties associated with separating thrust and
drag. The CoT is relevant for cruising fish, swimming either
(approximately) cyclically or by burst-and-coast. It is less suitable
for motions where maximum acceleration and short response times
are paramount, such as fast starts. Here, an efficiency-like quantity
could be used, taking for example the ratio of the final kinetic
energy to the total invested energy.
To calculate CoT, multiple definitions of the input power are

possible, either derived only from the fluid and body dynamics or,
better, taking into account all sources of increased energy
expenditure due to locomotion, including for example muscles
and circulation. The first, which ignores the conversion losses of
metabolic energy into muscle work, can be calculated from CFD
results (e.g. Li et al., 2012), whereas the latter can be determined
from, for example, respiration flow-tunnel experiments (e.g. Madan
Mohan Rao, 1971; Palstra et al., 2008). These experiments are,

however, challenging for small larval fish because they tend to swim
in the (low speed) boundary layer or even adhere to the bottom.
Therefore, to measure the swimming speed in a flow tunnel
accurately, the flow profile of the tunnel and the position of the larva
within it need to be quantified. Note that the locomotion-related
energy consumption should be extracted from the respirometry-
derived total energy consumption by correcting for the basal
metabolic rate.

The body and fluid-dynamic components of the CoT give insight
into the energy expended into the flow, but the quantity directly
relevant to the fish is the muscle input power – the power that is
actually consumed for swimming. Because the muscle efficiency
depends on shortening rate and frequency (Curtin and Woledge,
1993), which in turn depend on the motion of the fish, optimal
swimming for minimal muscle power presumably needs to
compromise between efficient fluid dynamics and optimal muscle
shortening rates. Therefore, the optimal swimming motion that
minimises fluid-dynamic power will in general not minimise muscle
power. Hence, depending on the type of analysis, care should be
taken to clearly define the CoT.

Li et al. (2012) studied the effect of swimming speed on (body
and fluid-dynamic) power consumption for a simplified model of a
zebrafish by varying curvature amplitude. This showed that CoT
increases with swimming speed, presumably caused by an increase
in drag. Fig. 5B shows the swimming speed and (body and fluid-
dynamic) CoT for a similar model larva swimming at different
viscosities with identical body-curvature fluctuations (Li et al.,
2016). Owing to a reduction in viscous forces at a higher Re, thrust
and drag are balanced at a higher swimming speed. Despite this
higher speed, CoT is lower at a higher Re: the hydrodynamic regime
influences CoT strongly.

Fish larvae can actively change their CoT by selecting the speed
at which they swim: a lower speed tends to result in a lower CoT (Li
et al., 2012). However, constraints often exist on the time spent to
cover a distance. The larva needs to compromise between energy
consumption and travel time. For example, for a foraging larva, the
amount of consumed food tends to increase with the average
swimming speed, as does the CoT (i.e. power consumption). In this
case, the optimal swimming speed might be the one that leads to the
highest net energy gain (energy gained from the food minus the
costs for catching and processing), balancing between food intake
and energy spent on locomotion (Ware, 1975).

Muscles
Fish larvae power swimming with their axial muscle system. The
varying demands on the muscular system throughout development
require continuous molecular changes and spatial rearrangement of
muscle fibres, as well as changes in the neural pattern generators that
orchestrate the spatiotemporal muscle activation. Given the size and
scope of this Review, we do not intend to provide a broad overview
of the regulation of muscle development and the molecular changes
that occur during the larval phase. Instead, we highlight selected
biomechanical challenges that fish larvae need to cope with and
point at evolved solutions.

The trunk muscles in bony fish are arranged in two rostrocaudal
series of myomeres, one at each side of the body, that power the
lateral bending of the body during swimming (Fig. 6A). It is
advantageous if all muscle fibres in the myomeres can usefully
contribute to the mechanical work required to bend the body, and
thus power swimming (Alexander, 1969; Van Leeuwen et al.,
2008). To achieve this, active muscle fibres need to contract at
similar strains, which depend on their lateral position and
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orientation. Van Leeuwen and colleagues (2008) showed that, in
zebrafish, the internal arrangement of the muscle fibres changes
over development – they initially have an approximately
longitudinal orientation and rearrange over ontogeny to form
near-helical muscle-fibre trajectories (Fig. 6B). Van Leeuwen et al.
(2008) suggested that the fibre reorientation results in reduced
variation of the longitudinal muscle-fibre strain over the muscle
volume, allowing all muscle fibres to contribute effectively to work
production. Although it is still unclear by which mechanism the
muscle fibres rearrange, it was shown that larvae that cannot activate
their trunk muscles undergo a much-reduced reorientation (Van der
Meulen et al., 2005). This suggests that the muscle-fibre forces and
the deformation of the trunk are essential for the muscle-fibre
rearrangement.
Small fish larvae reach relatively high swimming speeds by

beating their tails at high frequencies with large amplitude. Within
hours after hatching at 2 dpf, larval zebrafish can swim with tail beat
frequencies of ∼80 Hz, and 1 or 2 days later even at 90–100 Hz
(Müller and Van Leeuwen, 2004; Van Leeuwen et al., 2015b),
allowing them to reach swimming speeds of ∼65 body lengths s−1.
To generate these fast motions, the muscle system needs to produce
high strain rates, and activate and deactivate at a high frequency. To
meet these requirements, bony fish larvae have evolved
‘specialised’ very fast larval (embryonic) muscle-fibre types that
are distinct from the slow (red), intermediate and fast (white) fibres
found in juvenile and adult zebrafish (Buss and Drapeau, 2000).
What makes these larval muscle fibres so very fast? They are short
[<200 µm in 7 dpf carp larvae (Alami-Durante et al., 1997)], leading
to small activation delays along the fibre. High-frequency
contractions require fast release and uptake of Ca2+ from the
sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR). This is made possible by a relatively
large membrane surface of the SR and by short diffusion distances
within myofibrils with a comparatively small diameter [∼0.3 µm in
larval herring (Vieira and Johnston, 1992); ∼1–1.2 µm in adult
saithe (Patterson and Goldspink, 1976)]. Furthermore, different
isotypes of the Ca2+-binding protein parvalbumin are expressed
over development (Focant et al., 1992; Huriaux et al., 1996),
suggesting specific adaptations to the demands on fast Ca2+ release
and uptake. In addition, fish larvae have distinct isoforms of myosin
heavy chain and myosin light chain proteins compared with those of
juveniles and adults (Scapolo et al., 1988; Crockford and Johnston,
1993; Huriaux et al., 1999; Veggetti et al., 1993), which is
suggested to correspond to the extreme demands in larvae. Early
fish larvae have been observed to have high mitochondrial densities
in the muscle (Vieira and Johnston, 1992; Brooks et al., 1995). This,
together with the short diffusion distances, suggests that small
larvae always swim almost entirely aerobically with their very fast
muscle (El-Fiky et al., 1987; Wieser, 1995). As the larvae grow, tail

beat frequencies are decreased owing to the increasing body inertia.
At this stage, slower muscle-fibre types appear, suitable for cruising
aerobically with higher efficiency than the very fast muscles
(Mascarello et al., 1995).

The muscle system needs specific activation patterns to perform
effective swimming motion. Muscle activation patterns during
swimming are often measured with electromyography (EMG) in
adult fish (e.g. Blight, 1976; Van Leeuwen et al., 1990; Horner and
Jayne, 2008). For smaller larval fish, this technique is difficult
without strongly disrupting swimming behaviour. Muscle activation
patterns were measured in so-called fictive swimming, where a
paralysed fish is stimulated to swim and an EMG signal is recorded at
the muscles (Buss and Drapeau, 2002). These investigations showed
that muscle activation patterns in larval zebrafish are similar to those
of the adult fish, with alternating left–right activation of the muscle
with a rostrocaudal delay. More recently, a method was proposed to
measure muscle activity on a fixed, but non-anaesthetised, zebrafish
larva (Cho et al., 2015). However, as far as we are aware, no muscle-
activation-pattern measurements have been performed on free-
swimming larval fish, limiting our knowledge on the locomotory
control in fish larvae.

To drive the very fast muscle system, the neural motor system
should be up to the task of generating very fast activation patterns.
The motoneurons in the spinal cord of the larval zebrafish that
innervate the muscles are arranged in left and right dorsoventral
columns (McLean et al., 2007; Fetcho and McLean, 2010). The
fastest primary motoneurons lie dorsally and activate high-power,
high-frequency motions, whereas the slowest motoneurons lie
ventrally and activate finely controlled low-frequency motions. The
fastest motoneurons develop first; the slowest motoneurons develop
last. Thus, the functionally different motoneurons are spatially
segregated and their appearance is shifted in time. McLean and
colleagues (2007) suggested that the activation of the motoneurons
takes place according to the size principle (Henneman et al., 1965) –
the dorsal motoneurons are larger than the ventral ones and more
difficult to recruit. In the hindbrain, very large so-called Mauthner
(and homologous) neurons are already present in just-hatched
larvae. Their axons run along the entire spinal cord and innervate
motoneurons. These neurons drive the fast starts by initiating an
almost instantaneous activation along one side of the trunk (see
Escaping predators section, below). The early presence of the
Mauthner neurons and their homologues, and the fastest
motoneurons, support fast high-frequency motions from the day
of hatching in the larval zebrafish, but fine control is still lacking
owing to the absence of functional slower motoneurons, which are
still developing. This results in fast but ‘visually chaotic’ swimming
motions of 2-dpf larvae, which seem hard to predict and might still
be effective for predator avoidance. Later in development, the

2 dpf 15 dpf 51 dpf

BA

100 μm

Fin fold

Neural tube

Muscle fibres

Notochord

Myosepta

50 μm 100 μm 250 μm

Fig. 6. Muscle-fibre reorientation during
development of zebrafish. (A) Cross-section of the
trunk muscle of a 15-dpf zebrafish larva. The diagram
at the top indicates the location of the slice, at the
anus. Note that only a subset of muscle fibres and
myosepta has been labelled. (B) Reorientation of
muscle fibres over development of a larval zebrafish,
for 2, 15 and 51 dpf. The vectors indicate muscle-
fibre directions. Each vector is of unit length
(indicated by the reference vector at the bottom left) in
3D. Hence, from the length of each projected vector,
the angle with the projection plane can be deduced.
Adapted from Van Leeuwen et al. (2008), who used
data for 51 dpf larvae from Mos and Van der Stelt
(1982).
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response to threats becomes more refined (see also Escaping
predators section, below).

Cruising and dispersal
An obvious reason to swim is to cover distance for migration and
dispersal: many fish larvae disperse early in development, travelling
long distances (e.g. Sancho et al., 1997; Dudley et al., 2000). For
late-stage reef-fish larvae, active swimming might affect dispersion
at a magnitude comparable to that of oceanic currents (Fisher, 2005;
Huebert and Sponaugle, 2009). These late-stage larvae are relatively
large (15–30 mm) and swim at relatively high speeds [∼0.2–
0.6 m s−1,∼10–20 body lengths s−1 (Fisher, 2005)], and so their Re
values (3300–20,000) are well within the inertial regime. The
resulting low CoT allows them to disperse over longer distances,
and their relatively high swimming speed allows them to achieve
this within a suitable time window. Even larvae of non-migrating
species often need to cruise. Larvae foraging in habitats of low food
abundance need to swim relatively long distances to find prey. In
addition, in the presence of a prevailing current, larvae need to swim
for prolonged periods to remain in their current habitat, unless they
have an organ to attach themselves to the substrate (Able et al.,
1984; Pottin et al., 2010).
Virtually all bony-fish larvae have a functional finfold when they

hatch (Kendall et al., 1984). To what extent could such a finfold be
useful for swimming in the intermediate flow regime? As explained
above (see Fig. 4), fish larvae swimming in this regime need to
produce high thrust to compensate for high drag. To this end, fish
larvae adopt an anguilliform swimming style, with a large region
along the body that curves substantially and produces thrust. Using
CFD, Li and colleagues (2016) showed that production of thrust is
enhanced by edge vortices emanating from a sharp edge, making a
finfold surrounding a large part of the body an effective adaptation
to increase thrust. Keeping the body-curvature fluctuations the
same, they also computed that a removal of the finfold, except for
the caudal fin, leads to a decrease in swimming speed and fluid-
dynamic power input, but with almost the same fluid-dynamic CoT.
Thus, compared with the finfold-less larval morph, the morph with
finfold covers distance within a shorter time with the same fluid-
dynamic costs. This might be advantageous during migration and
searching for prey, if the higher power can be delivered with the
muscular system. These findings might help to explain the
omnipresence of the finfold in larval bony fish.
As the larvae grow, inertia becomes more important during

swimming. The associated relative drag reduction allows many fish
to shift towards a carangiform swimming mode (see Glossary) by
reducing the relative curvature amplitude along their bodies (see
Body kinematics section; Osse and Van den Boogaart, 2000). This
change in swimming style correlates with development of a separate
caudal fin in many species (Osse and Van den Boogaart, 1995). In
some species, development of the caudal fin occurs before that of
other unpaired fins, presumably because it has the largest
contribution to thrust production [black rockfish (Omori et al.,
1996), yellow-fin mullet (Kingsford and Tricklebank, 1991)].

Escaping predators
Predation is an important cause of mortality in fish larvae (Sogard,
1997). Hence, the chances of survival will increase with increasing
ability to escape predators. Larval fish generally attempt to escape
predators by performing a ‘C-start’, during which they curl their
body into a C-shape, with little movement of the CoM (stage 1, or
preparatory stroke), and then uncurl to generate high thrust, and
therefore high accelerations of their CoM [stage 2, or propulsive

stroke (Müller et al., 2008)]. This motion is often followed by a
high-amplitude, high-frequency swimming bout (Müller and Van
Leeuwen, 2004). Fig. 7A shows an example of a 3D kinematic
analysis of a fast-starting zebrafish larva (data in Dataset 1),
illustrating the strong body curvature at the end of the C-phase, the
subsequent push-off phase with a rapid increase in CoM velocity,
and the 3D nature of the motion. Initiation of theC-start requires fast
unilateral activation of the axial muscles [e.g. for adult bluegill
sunfish (Jayne and Lauder, 1993)]. Such manoeuvres require
concerted actions of the complete locomotory system: the sensory-
motor system needs to detect threats reliably, and initiate and control
the escape; the muscular system should produce enough force and
power at short activation times; and the external morphology needs
to support effective hydrodynamic thrust production to maximise
acceleration.

Producing high accelerations and velocities
During the preparatory stroke, zebrafish larvae produce a jet flow
into the C-form (Fig. 7B; Li et al., 2014; Müller et al., 2008). The
resulting pressure distribution on the body mainly produces a torque
that rotates the larva (Li et al., 2012). In the following propulsive
stroke, the jet is reoriented along the body (Fig. 7B), where the
pressure distribution propels the fish forward and provides a torque
that counteracts the angular velocity produced in the preparatory
stroke. The relatively high thrust results in high accelerations; for
zebrafish, up to 28 g (Müller and Van Leeuwen, 2004). CFD
simulations indicate that the typical motions of aC-start in larval fish
tend to maximise escape distance (Gazzola et al., 2012). After the
propulsive phase, larvae use large-amplitude high-frequency motion,
up to ∼100 Hz [zebrafish (Müller and Van Leeuwen, 2004; Van
Leeuwen et al., 2015b)]. Larval fish increase their fast-start
performance over development, decreasing the time spent
performing a start and increasing the distance within that time,
which is suggested to be associated with an increase in Re [Chinook
salmon (Hale, 1996)].

The high-frequency body undulations require the muscle system to
operate at the same high frequencies and produce relatively high forces
and power within a short time (<5 ms) to push off against the water
with the tail. These short high-amplitude contractions lead to high
strain rates, and put high demands on the activation and deactivation
systems. This conflicts with the requirement to produce high force:
superfast muscle required for high-frequency swimming tends to
produce low tensile stresses at low efficiency (Rome et al., 1999).
However, because the larvae are small, scaling works in their favour:
the produced force is proportional to the muscle physiological cross-
section, which scales with l2, whereas body mass is approximately
proportional to the volume, which scales with l3. The favourable ratio
of muscle cross-section to body inertia allows larvae to produce
sufficient muscle force to power strong accelerations. Furthermore,
fish larvae might employ an elastic mechanism to support swimming
at high frequencies (Müller and Van Leeuwen, 2004). For example,
larval carp have smaller, stiffer isoforms of titin than adults, suggested
to contribute to an increased muscle and body stiffness and possibly
elastic energy storage (Spierts, 2001). As fish larvae grow, the required
hydrodynamic power for escaping increases but it is compensated by a
decrease in the required muscle shortening velocity and an increase in
muscle mass, leading to an increase in total muscle force and power
[carp (Wakeling et al., 1999)].

Timing and controlling the escape
When attacked by a slow-moving predator, as is often the case for
suction-feeding predators (Webb, 1984), fish larvae may reach
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higher speeds than the predator. In these cases, predator detection
rather than locomotor performance has been suggested to be the
most important determinant of escape success (Nair et al., 2017).
Prey escape success in zebrafish larvae is highest when they respond
at an intermediate distance (4–8 mm) from the predator (Fig. 7C;
Stewart et al., 2013). Larger response distances allow the predator to
adjust its intercept course, whereas smaller distances do not give
the larvae enough time to escape. This places requirements on the
sensing systems, to detect predators sufficiently early, and on the
control of the escape, to perform an adequate response.
Flow sensing using the lateral line (see Glossary) plays an

important role for predator detection (McHenry et al., 2009).
Zebrafish larvae detect the approach of a predator by sensing
pressure differences, and escape in the direction away from the
fastest flow (Stewart et al., 2014). In Atlantic herring, late-stage
larvae make more-sophisticated escape manoeuvres than younger
larvae and undergo fewer false alarms (Fuiman, 1993), suggesting
that they become better at performing a proportional and well-timed
response, presumably owing to learning, and improved sensing and
control capabilities.
Fish larvae also use visual cues to detect threats. Zebrafish larvae

of 5–6 dpf respond to a growing dark spot (i.e. a looming stimulus)

by performing an escape manoeuvre after it has reached a critical
size on the retina, suggesting relatively advanced visual processing
early in development (Dunn et al., 2016). Herring larvae only show
responses to looming stimuli late in development (at 25 mm body
length), whereas early larvae do respond to flashing stimuli,
indicating that visual processing power increases over development
(Batty, 1989). Compared with sound or touch, visual responses
result in more escape trajectories directed away from the stimulus.
Hence, it is likely that improvements in the sensory systems allow
older fish larvae to escape predators more effectively.

Fast reaction times place requirements on the neural control of
escape manoeuvres and sensors to detect approaching predators.
The fast-start response to stimuli is controlled mainly by the
Mauthner neurons and their homologues (Wilson, 1959; Foreman
and Eaton, 1993). A group of three reticulospinal neurons – the
Mauthner cell, MiD2cm and MiD3cm – initiates escape
manoeuvres in zebrafish larvae: the Mauthner cell is involved in
responding to tail-directed stimuli, whereas the two other neurons
respond to head-directed stimuli (Liu and Fetcho, 1999). This
system develops early in zebrafish: larvae show a strong swimming
response to touch stimuli after 2 days of development (Eaton and
Farley, 1973), allowing them to respond to threats immediately after
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Fig. 7. Escape responses by larval fish. (A) Fast-start escape response by a 3-dpf zebrafish larva (top view, side view and 3D view) automatically tracked
from three synchronised high-speed video cameras at 2000 frames s–1 using the setup and method described in Voesenek et al. (2016). Fish midlines are
indicated in 3Dwith lines coloured by time. In all views, three 3D renders are shown: at the start of the escape, at the end of stage 1 and at the end of stage 2. Based
on unpublished data by C.J.V., R. P. M. Pieters and J.L.v.L. (B) Contours of velocity magnitude and velocity vectors around a zebrafish larva performing a
C-start, simulated with computational fluid dynamics (CFD), along with sketches of the flow illustrating the evolution of jets and vortex rings, at different time
instants. The contour plots are shown in the x–y plane, at the height indicated by the blue line over the sketch of the zebrafish. In the sketches at the right, jets
(arrows) and vortex rings (dotted lines) with the same colours over multiple time instants indicate that they are the same structure. Adapted from Li et al. (2014).
(C) Timing of escape responses is important for survival. The probability of escape depends on distance from the predator’s mouth, and the angle with respect to
the predator’s heading. In the figure, the sketch of the fish head represents the predator; the escape probability is indicated by colour, binned by angle and
distance; inside each bin is the number of samples. Adapted from Stewart et al. (2013).
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hatching. The response time to visual stimuli is often much larger
than that of acoustic stimuli, and delays in both decrease throughout
development [red drum larvae (Fuiman et al., 1999)].
Following an optimal escape trajectory requires precise control of

muscle activation patterns. In adult goldfish, the escape trajectory is
controlled by the relative magnitude of ipsilateral and contralateral
muscle contraction, and by the delay between them (Foreman and
Eaton, 1993). Furthermore, fish larvae actively regulate the elevation
angle of their fast starts, likely by separate activation of hypaxial and
epaxial muscle [zebrafish (Nair et al., 2015)], and presumably also by
using their medial and paired fins. During a strong C-start, an
escaping larva can intercept its own wake, which causes a deflection
of the escape path of more than 5 deg (Li et al., 2014). For precise
control over the final heading of the escape trajectory, this should be
taken into account by the neural control system.

Hunting and feeding
The vast majority of hatched fish larvae die before they reach the
juvenile stage, often owing to starvation (Hjort, 1914; Houde,
2002). As soon as larvae exhaust their yolk, they need to hunt prey
to meet their energy requirements. Limited energy supply arising
from ineffective feeding can cause starvation; in a less extreme case,
it can limit the growth rate of the larva (Lee et al., 2010). The
resulting smaller size might negatively affect survival owing to
increased predation of smaller larvae (Peterson and Wroblewski,
1984). To gather the required food, nearly all teleost fish larvae are
pelagic suction feeders preying on zooplankton after they exhaust
their yolk sac (Hunter, 1980; Drost, 1987). Suction feeding places
requirements on the developing fish: it needs to be able to detect
prey, approach it while aiming the mouth, create an accurately timed
suction flow, and subsequently swallow and digest the prey (Osse,
1989). The hydrodynamics of suction feeding depends on the
Reynolds number. Feeding under relatively viscous conditions
generally seems less successful because the prey can more easily
escape the suction, requiring smaller forces than in a less viscous
flow regime (China and Holzman, 2014). For this reason, larger fish
can catch more prey and hence survive longer.
The locomotory system supports suction feeding by allowing the

fish to control and time its prey approach for effective capture (Van
Leeuwen, 1984). During undulatory swimming, the head oscillates
with respect to the path of the CoM (Van Leeuwen et al., 2015b).
This makes a precise approach of the feeding apparatus towards the
prey difficult, especially without creating large flow disturbances
that might be sensed by the prey. The fish require specific
adaptations to achieve this, either another means of propulsion
(e.g. pectoral fins) or specific control patterns that limit head
motion and hydrodynamic disturbances [e.g. a J-turn (Bianco et al.,
2011)].
Pectoral fin movement to brake and manoeuvre during suction

feeding has been observed in adult (Higham, 2007) and juvenile
(Lankheet et al., 2016) fish. Pectoral fins have been suggested to
play a respiratory function in larval zebrafish, rather than a
locomotory one (Green et al., 2011; Hale, 2014), because genetic
elimination of the pectoral fins did not seem to influence slow-
swimming performance. However, during feeding, they might play
an important role in aligning the head through control of the pitch
and yaw angles, as well as contributing to forward acceleration and
deceleration. Fig. 8A depicts a carp larvae performing a feeding
strike (Drost, 1987). It beats the pectoral fins to approach the prey,
adducts them against the body and then brakes by flapping them
forward. Zebrafish larvae beat their pectoral fins to align themselves
before a strike, perform an S-start to accelerate and finally brake

using forward motion of the pectoral fins (Fig. 8B). The S-start
produces much lower yaw angles of the head than the C-start,
allowing for an accurate alignment of the head.

Newborn juvenile guppies (Girardinus metallicus) have a partly
‘innate’ feeding behaviour, but more advanced eye–fin coordination
develops rapidly after birth (Lankheet et al., 2016). Early zebrafish
larvae (6–8 dpf ) have been suggested to have fine motor control
during feeding, showing complex bend-to-bend variation in timing
and rostrocaudal location of bending (Borla et al., 2002). Prey
tracking in zebrafish larvae is visually guided (McElligott and
O’Malley, 2005). Because the eye becomes functional only after
hatching (which occurs at 2 dpf ) [zebrafish (Glass and Dahm,
2004)], rapid development of the visual processing system is
required before the first feeding at approximately 5 dpf.

Perspectives
Much work on the swimming of fish has been performed under the
assumption of periodic motion, although the majority of swimming
behaviour of most (larval) fish is aperiodic. With the exception of
fast starts, aperiodic motion has been studied much less.
Furthermore, owing to technical limitations, much of the analyses
have been done in a single plane, even though swimming motion is
often highly 3D. Many open questions remain on the kinematics,
fluid dynamics and control of complex 3D manoeuvres often
performed by the fish during escape or hunting.

Whereas the fluid dynamics of wakes behind swimming fish
has received considerable attention, both experimentally and
numerically, the resulting force distributions on the skin have not.

2 mm

Time from mouth opening (ms)A

B
–20 –15 –10 –5

2 mm

Time from mouth opening (ms)
0 5 10 15 20 25

–10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Fig. 8. Pectoral fin use during feeding of carp and zebrafish larvae.
(A) Traces from high-speed-video frames of a 6.5-mm carp (Cyprinus carpio;
pale grey) larva while sucking prey (Artemia; dark grey). Redrawn from Drost
(1987). (B) High-speed video frames of a 5-dpf zebrafish larva performing a
feeding strike on a piece of debris. Based on unpublished data by C.J.V.,
R. P. M. Pieters and J.L.v.L. For both panels, time is relative to the moment of
mouth opening, and each drawing/frame connects to the associated point on
the time axis.
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As demonstrated with dedicated CFD solvers (e.g. Li et al., 2016 –
see Fluid dynamics section), the fluid dynamics of swimming in the
intermediate flow regime and the resulting force distributions can be
well modelled using CFD techniques, because the lack of
turbulence allows all relevant scales of the flow to be resolved
accurately. The advent of open-source fluid-dynamic solvers [e.g.
OpenFOAM (Jasak et al., 2007)] make this possible at low cost with
comparatively limited programming effort. There are interesting
opportunities to numerically investigate force, torque and power
production, and 3D manoeuvring, and how these correlate with
shifts in the fluid-dynamic regime.
The development and restructuring of the axial muscle of larvae

have been investigated in previous studies, but research on the
physiological properties and activation patterns of the larval muscle
system is relatively limited. Larval fish have adapted to the required
high-frequency contractions with specific larval muscle-fibre types,
possessing unique properties. Research on these properties could
uncover how larval muscle can generate sufficient force at such high
frequencies. Furthermore, although many studies have measured
muscle activation patterns of swimming adult fish, little is known
about these patterns in free-swimming larval fish. These
measurements might answer how larvae produce swimming
motions with their muscles, how this changes over development
and whether muscle control is innate or learned. Owing to the small
size of the larvae, both muscle-property and muscle-activation
measurements are challenging and will require novel methodologies.
Many studies have addressed different aspects of the

biomechanics of larval swimming separately. However,
swimming motion is created by a complex interaction between the
different components; to understand the system as a whole, the
components need to be studied integratively. By combining models
and measurements of different systems of the fish, including the
neuromuscular system, passive tissues and the fluid dynamics, an
in silico integrative neuromechanical model of the fish larva can be
developed. Although a daunting task, such an approach will allow
investigators to study the effect of the variation of a large range of
parameters on swimming performance in an unprecedented way,
and might therefore answer numerous questions on the locomotory
system of larval fish throughout their development.
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